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Alumni giving
increases; best
in five years

BY ANNA LAWSON

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

As of December, WKU is receiving the majority of its donations or
gifts from alumni. The $4.7 million
raised from former students made up
around 45 percent of total gifts from
July to December of 2014.
John Paul Blair, associate vice president of Advancement, said that this
year is shaping up very well, and the
first six months of this fiscal year,
which is from July until June, is the
highest level they have achieved in five
years.
“It is over $10 million at this point,”
he said. “It is standard for alumni to
be the largest support group for universities. They are the ones who have
the most motivation to invest back because of the amount of success it has
provided them.”
Blair said they have also seen $8 million in new pledges, which is the best
start in seven years. They also have 73
new pledges, which is the highest over
the last ten years.
Blair said he’s very grateful for the
alumni and friends who are taking
part in the growth of WKU.
“I always hope the university continues to be grateful to the alumni
and friends who are investing in the
future of our students by making gifts
to WKU,” he said. “I express appreciation for that because they are the real
heroes, those who give sacrificially to
support.”
Blair said they have over 100,000
alumni that maintain close communication with. Blair deals specifically
with “major gifts”, gifts higher than
$10,000.
Anything smaller is considered an
annual gift. He said this fiscal year they
have $6.5 million in major gifts which
is the highest in five years. There is
also a $4.7 million in endowment gifts,

SEE ALUMNI PAGE A2

Campus pride surrounds LGBT community
For Dalani Rainwater and
her girlfriend Tri Sanders,
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
they’ll commemorate the
ith
Valentine’s
Day right around day with a movie.
The pair have been dating
the corner, cousince May 2012 and live toples throughout campus
gether in Bemis Lawrence
—both straight and LGBT Hall. They both work to—will celebrate romance, gether at Best Buy, Bowling
chocolate and love with Green Parks and Recreation
and the National Guard.
each other.
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
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The couple also celebrates
consecutive birthdays with
one another—Nov. 1 and
Nov. 2—and they were born
in the same hospital.
“We’re just like two best
friends, basically,” Rainwater said.
Rainwater said she and
Sanders went to rival high

SEE LOVE PAGE A2

Freshmen Dalani Rainwater and Tri Sanders pose for a portrait in their dorm room in Bemis Lawrence Hall, on Feb. 11. They
have been dating for three years. Photo quote by Rainwater. EMILY KASK/HERALD

WKU Foundation acquires land

BY JESSICA VOORHEES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU Foundation bought the
property adjacent to the Augenstein
Alumni Center by the parking garage.
Kathryn Costello, vice president for
Development and Alumni Relations,
said the Foundation had the best
means of developing the space and
that it has a business model that ensures longevity.
Rick DuBose, executive director of
the WKU Alumni Association, said
WKU initially intended for tenants to
move into the property, but decided

the WKU Foundation would provide
more financial stability through complete ownership.
“The university decided it was more
effective under the control of a private
entity that has resources,” he said.
Costello said the downtown development committee intended to complete
Block 12, where the land is located,
through a 30-year payment plan, but
the WKU Foundation financed it faster.
She said the WKU Foundation pays
a lease and will completely own the
space in six years.
Costello said the development authority will reimburse the WKU Foun-

dation for supplying the funds.
She said the board will then make a
decision whether the Alumni Association or the WKU Foundation will control the property.
The land purchase would help accomplish the WKU Foundation’s goals
of “promot[ing] the welfare and future
development of Western Kentucky
University's educational goals by
managing assets and maintaining donor records for the benefit of Western
Kentucky University.”
“There’s no conflict,” Costello said.
“It will just be what makes the most
sense.”

SAVE $200
ON YOUR BRAND NEW APARTMENT!

270-495-4970 MIDTOWNBG.COM @WKUMIDTOWN
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Continued from FRONT
schools.
Rainwater attended North Hardin
High School, whereas Sanders attended John Hardin.
But instead of a potentially tragic Romeo and Juliet scenario, Sanders said
everyone back home was very accepting of them as a couple.
“Everybody knew everybody and
could be their own person,” Sanders
said.
Molly Kerby, assistant professor in Diversity & Community Studies, said the
university has taken strides in recent
years to create a more LGBT friendly
atmosphere. However, she noted that
the movement to create a friendlier atmosphere on campus has lost its momentum since the mid-2000s.
Kerby has been involved with the
LGBT community since the late 90s,
when she served as the faculty adviser
for the Diversity Coalition, now known
as Student Identity Outreach.
She said the university was the first in
the state to have a LGBT resource center, — housed in McCormack Hall in
2004 — but that resource center is no
longer present.
“We lost ours and now we look bad,”
Kerby said.
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which is a 137 percent increase compared to the first six months of last
year.
For the first time in WKU history,
endowment has surpassed the $140
mark, according to Blair.
“Major gifts take a lot more time
and are more sacrificial,” he said. “It
isn't typically something an alumni
or friend of the university can sustain
over a long period of time.”
Adam Rider, the director of Leadership and Annual Giving, said their success during this fiscal year is due to
their work to get alumni involved. He
said, however, that it is sometimes a
challenge to keep the alumni involved
and continue giving.
“We have changed our engagement
strategy,” he said. “It is hard to get the
second and third gifts, it costs a lot
more to acquire them than to keep
them engaged.”
Currently the office hosts events,
sends direct mail, makes calls and uses
social media to reach out to the com-
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Kerby attributed this loss of footing to the national social change surrounding LGBT issues back in 20042005 and the transition of power in
Student Affairs, who she claimed was
their biggest supporter. She also said
that as WKU focuses their resources
and attention on pulling in more international students, other groups such
as LBGT sometimes get pushed back.
“Trying to balance all that is really
hard on the university to do,” Kerby
said.
Despite these issues, Kerby said that
there are several committees and offices working toward creating a better
environment, such as the Diversity Enhancement Committee and the Campus Pride Committee.
“At least the administration is aware
that we have problems and are asking
questions about what those problems
are,” she commented.
When it comes to facing discrimination on campus, Rainwater said the
only thing they personally had faced
were the “creepy church guys.” Even
then, the couple said they ultimately
didn’t find them to be a bother and
simply ignored them.
“I just think it’s amusing sometimes
to see them out there,” Sanders said.
Rainwater said that overall the campus is very welcoming, and people are

munity.
“On the major gift side we primarily
meet face to face,” Blair said. “We also
solicit electronically and through other
means.”
Rick DuBose, executive director of the
Alumni Association, said they’ve been
much more strategic in approaching
potential donors. He said they try to get
the alumni early on.
“Our goal is to always increase engagement and increase membership,”
he said. “We hope this will lead to
greater giving to the university.”
Rider said one thing that helps with
this is that when people come to
WKU’s campus they have an affinity
for it.
“They love what we are doing, and
they see the growth and want to be a
part of it,” he said.
He also said that while they have a
lot of ways to keep people giving they
are always looking for more ways to get
people involved.
“We have a lot of innovative ideas to
keep people involved” he said. “But,
these things take money so we hope
that we can be creative and do more
next year.”

really starting to come around in this
day and age, regarding LGBT issues.
“This campus is already so diverse,”
she said.
Kerby agreed with Rainwater’s assessment. She sees no reason to lose
students because of a lack of support.
“We don’t want to lose students over
things we can control,” Kerby said.
Unfortunately, not everyone is as accepting of LGBT people or couples like
Rainwater and Sanders.
“I always worry about safety, and I’ve
had students tell me they don’t feel
safe on campus anymore,” Kerby said.
She offered the example of transgender students and the issues they may
face with housing and restrooms.
She believes that the best thing the
university could support would be a
LGBT resource center with a permanent staff attached to it. The center
would serve as a support system for
students and a safe place for them to
speak freely.
“I think it would drastically change
things,” Kerby said.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

CORRECTION
Due to a Herald error, the
performance troupe Mummenschanz was incorrectly
identified as a French group.
They are a Swiss group.
The Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald
corrects all confirmed errors
that are brought to reporters’
or editors’ attention. Please
call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to
report a correction, or e-mail
us at editor@wkuherald.com
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New student group working to discover voices
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
When flipping through the channels
on television, one often passes through
the news outlets and sees glimpses of
conflict. Examples could include whites
versus people of color, heterosexuals
versus homosexuals or Christians versus
Muslims. Sometimes it can be difficult to
think that any sort of peaceful discussion
can occur between different groups, but
that doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be tried.
Sasha Ross, coordinator for Bemis
Lawrence Hall, is trying to shorten those
gaps of difference and start a conversation. Ross is heading Voices of Discovery:
An Intergroup Dialogue Program coming to WKU. The program is based on a
model developed in the late ‘90s at Arizona State University and continues at
the University of Denver.
As part of an internship Ross had previously, it was her job to launch an intergroup dialogue program at her graduate
school. She then brought the idea with
her to WKU. Her goal for these groups is
to go beyond the superficial conversations of acknowledging differences between groups and learning more about
what those differences mean.
“It’s hard for people that are different
from one another to talk,” Ross said.
The program will span six weeks and
meet two hours each week. Ross said

that most of the groups have already hit
capacity. These groups include sexuality,
race, religion and gender identity. Ross
is currently partnered with three professors and the Institute for Citizenship and
Social Responsibility.
Tammy Jeffries, a professor in the communication department, is aiding Ross
with the program in the area of student
involvement. Students in Jeffries’s intercultural communication class were encouraged to apply for the program.
Jeffries hopes that students in her class
will be less fearful to engage in dialogue
with others who identify differently,
once involved in the program. She noted
that without programs such as the InterCULTURAL Club and Voices of Discovery, people may never find the courage
to start dialogue with people different
than them.
“I understand that when we engage
in dialogue with others that we don’t
normally speak with, that if often times
feels awkward at first,” Jeffries said in an
email.
She said Voices of Discovery is an appropriate response to expressed interest
from students to have more conversations like these on campus. Jeffries said
this program is truly an outcome of
students’ hunger to engage in nonjudgmental conversation surrounding their
differences.
“I am hopeful, optimistic and proud
to know that we are part of a university

community that seeks to give all its community members ‘voice,’” Jeffries said.
Saundra Ardrey, department head of
political science, is another professor
involved with the program. Students in
Ardrey’s graduate level Cultural Competency in Public Administration class are
required to participate in the program.
“It’s important for students going out
into public administration to be aware
of diversity,” she said.
Ardrey said she finds Voices of Discovery to be a great idea. She said that students in her classes often talk about the
theories and concepts surrounding diversity and diverse dialogue, but to use it
in real life is even more important.
Simone Smith, graduate student from
Indianapolis, is a student in Ardrey’s
class who is looking forward to the program.
“I hope to be more understanding of
everyone around me,” Smith said.
Smith said her first choice in the program was the group surrounding religious identity. Her interest on the matter
appealed to her as she hopes, “to move
from cultural awareness to cultural understanding.”
Ross echoed these thoughts shared
by Smith, hoping that students going
through the program feel valued in their
opinions and are able to express their
differences freely.
“The hope is that they’ll feel more
comfortable engaging in dialogue with

people that are different from them,”
Ross said.
Abdul Samad is also a graduate student
in Ardrey’s class. Much like Smith, he was
drawn to the religious identity group. Samad said that not only does he hope to
gain the perspectives of other students,
but also to dismiss misconceptions people may have about Muslims.
“Coming from a Muslim background, I
believe there are a lot of misconceptions
surrounding Muslims,” Samad said.
In contrast with Samad and Smith,
Nathan Dalrymple said he was most
interested in the students of color and
white students group. He said that he
finds racial discrimination to still be an
issue facing the United States and that
people cannot ignore it in hopes of it going away.
“I believe that the best way to equalize
the multiple races in this great country is
to acknowledge the differences and see
them for the beautiful traits that make
us all individuals,” Dalrymple said in an
email.
Despite Voices of Discovery approaching its debut, Ross already holds high
hopes for the program’s future.
“I’m talking with ICSR about the potential of someday making this a sustainable program and making it a class
people can take credit for,” she said.

Students look to address homing issues in BG
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Another campus group is looking to combat homelessness and
obstacles to ownership.
Operation: WKU Home Matters, also known as Operation: Owning the Dream, is an
attempt to fix both issues of
homelessness and problems
with home owning for college
students within the community.
It is part of a larger, national
movement to cure these problems called Home Matters.
The campaign for this chapter of Home Matters started on

Feb. 1, but planning started in
September of 2014. This chapter
was formed when the Public Relations Student Society of America partnered with Home Matters and challenged Bateman
Case Study competitors to raise
awareness, spark interest and
facilitate communal dialogue
around affordable housing.
Operation:
Owning
the
Dream will have two workshops. The first workshop occurred on Feb. 10 and dealt with
the subject of homelessness.
The other will be on Feb. 17 at
7 p.m., on the third floor of DSU
and will discuss home ownership.

While this initiative will only
be during the month of February, Blake Soper, the group’s
public relations coordinator,
hopes it will have long-lasting
effect, thanks to its partnership
with several local groups, such
as Habitat for Humanity, The
Salvation Army, Student Coalition for Renter’s Rights and Hotel Inc.
“It brings everyone together
and tries to create a collaboration,” he said.
Catherine Havel, another
member of Operation: Owning
the Dream, believes this initiative is valuable.

“Our primary research reveals that 91 percent of WKU
students consider owning a
home a part of the American
Dream,” she said. “By localizing the national Home Matters
movement, we are simply helping students achieve their ideal
American Dream.”
Alyson Manley, advertising
coordinator, thinks that this
initiative will be helpful to the
community.
“We hope to use a series of
speakers on the 17th, to address these issues and help
educate students on how they
can become homeowners and

how homeownership will help
improve the quality of their
communities,” she said.
After the workshops, Operation: Owning the Dream will
send out a survey, through both
social media and email, asking
students to evaluate their performance and offer suggestions
on how to improve.
Operation: Owning the Dream
is also promoting its mission
through an online video series,
available for viewing on their
Facebook—Operation: WKU
Home Matters. It also has a Twitter: @OperationWKU.

Community unites
in the face of tragedy
BY ABBY PONDER
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
In times of tragedy, people have a
way of rallying together to support one
another. In the early morning of Feb.
5, the home of a well-known Bowling
Green family caught fire, and a community united around them.
The residents of the home, Steve and
Jane Tichenor, along with their children, were out of town the night of the
fire.
Jane Tichenor is perhaps most known
for her work as the director of the Bowling Green Buddy House and her role as
the host site coordinator of the WKU
Best Buddies program.
According to the Down Syndrome of
South Central Kentucky website, the
Best Buddies chapter started at WKU
in 2009. Students involved in the program are matched with individuals
with intellectual disabilities. Together,
the buddies participate in a variety of
activities.
Upon hearing the news of the fire,
members of Best Buddies jumped into

action to support the family.
Ariel Paul, WKU alumna and friend
of the family, launched a GoFundMe.
com account with the intent of raising
$1,000. At the time of this story’s publication, the amount has reached $2,175
— far surpassing expectations.
“[The Tichenor’s] are the sweetest
people and do so much for our community,” Katherine Devine, president
of the WKU Best Buddies chapter, said.
“They work so hard to help so many
people.”
In spite of the hard times, the
Tichenors are remaining strong.
“When you face a tragedy, what gets
you through is your faith in God and
then the love and support of all your
family and friends,” Jane Tichenor said.
“It’s been difficult, but we’re all alive
and that is what’s important.”
The family is grateful for the support
of the community.
“Everyone has just been so helpful
and generous,” Steve Tichenor said.
“We’re blown away.”
To donate, visit http://www.gofundme.com/lmf5ig.
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Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

TWEETS FROM
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@WKU_Lexus: 20,000 people on
this campus and I see the same people everywhere every day #wkuprobs — 2:33 p.m., 10 Feb. 2015
@AyyoCoreDishUh_ : There is no
such thing as being lowkey at WKU.
Somebody is gonna know your
business.— 7:44 PM - 10 Feb 2015
@CodyMoorex2: The WKU campus
smells like french fries and I'm okay
with that —7:13 PM - 10 Feb 2015
@taylorndahlem: I AM MISSING
PRETTY LITTLE LIARS BECAUSE
WKU'S CABLE IS GARBAGE— 7:07
PM - 10 Feb 2015
@AlexTinal: Can't wait for a fresh
start at WKU. Leaving my shell back
in Sumner Co & just gonna have fun
with life.— 4:41 PM - 10 Feb 2015

Big Red Hearts:

WKU stands out as a culture of acceptance
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM

Around this time four
years ago, I was preparing to graduate high
school, I was packing
for my move to BowlJACOB
Green and I was still
PARKER ing
pretending to be definitively straight.
Who I was came from a conservative
small town in Kentucky, raised by the
most strict and moral Christian standards. Who I was endured a name like
‘faggot’ by classmates in high school,
some of whom are now classmates at
this very university.
Who I was is a comedic retrospect at a
homosexual who was laughably trying
to prove he wasn’t into dudes. The thing
is, I’m definitely into dudes.
Even after four years, a small part of
who I was still occasionally pops up
to suggest that I sit down and shut my
mouth. One of those times is now, as
I write this to be seen by an audience
whose size I can’t begin to estimate.
When I was a kid, those feelings I didn’t

understand terrified me. And when I
understood what they were, what they
meant and how that was going to shape
my impending eternity after death…
everything came together to form an insurmountable fear.
My hometown of Madisonville didn’t
present many opportunities to be out
and proud. I saw how the few openly gay men were treated and it was
something I didn’t want for myself. I
very much still believed, at that point,
I could choose to be straight and so
could everyone else.
After a few months of participating
in the WKU culture and having “experiences,” I eased into the coming out
stages, and things went surprisingly
well. I didn’t lose any friends worth
having and, for the first time, I really
felt at home where I was living. My entire life and belief system underwent a
dramatic shift.
In the four years I’ve been here, WKU
has been subjected to campus pride
evaluations, hosted events for LGBT
awareness and provided benefits for
faculty involved in same-sex domestic
partnerships. Those successes make me
proud of this university.

However, the state of Kentucky still
has a long road ahead. Legalities aside,
social consciousness and acceptance is
imperative if this state wants to succeed.
Bowling Green has the potential to join
the other major cities in this state and
lead the charge. Thanks to programs
spurred and supported by members of
this university, we’re on our way.
So, with Valentine’s Day coming up,
I anticipate the predictable onslaught
of commercialism mixed in with the
usual amount of lovers. The Hill is lucky
enough to have couples of all types. I’m
lucky enough to be one of them.
This is not to say that you will ever see
me snogging under the kissing bridge
while the sun sets on Valentine’s Day.
My boyfriend and I aren’t the romantic
type and we definitely aren’t fans of extreme public displays of affection.
In all honesty, we may just sit on the
couch and watch “Dance Moms” on
Netflix. We may take our dog on a walk
through campus and we may stop at
the steps of Van Meter to admire the
view. We may even clasp hands while
we do so. Thanks to Western, we have
that option.

@ZSohne: For every time I get
kicked off WKU wifi I should get 5
dollars off my tuition— 4:11 PM - 10
Feb 2015

@bonnabrii: And 50 Shades of Grey
tickets WKU Cab is the real MVP lol.
— 10:17 AM - 10 Feb 2015

@PipesByA_Rebel: The walk up the
hill is getting easier everyday. #WKU
— 8:17 AM - 10 Feb 2015
@SSBkoala: I seriously need a mini
trampoline to jump into bed...im
sure some of you shorter WKU students feel me on that one. — 12:38
AM - 10 Feb 2015
@AlexusAriana: SOMEONE THAT
GOES TO WKU WENT TO TAYLOR
SWIFT'S SECRET SESSION IN NASHVILLE AND MET HER. — 8:34 PM - 9
Feb 2015

NOT YOUR TYPICAL WOMAN

Even at full speed ahead, 'Flash' still flat-lines
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM

WILL
HYDE
Not Your
Typical
Woman:
Leading ladies
with super
powers

“The Flash” excited
audiences all over with
its debut, late last year.
Despite mass success
and general approval,
“The Flash” is several
steps behind other DC
TV shows of 2015.
The writers of “The
Flash” have regurgitated the same shallow, feel-good comic
adaptation that got the
Tobey Maguire SpiderMan franchise in trouble. It lacks any sense

of genuine character development or
authentic emotions, even in the face of
death and heartbreak.
What’s worse, despite existing in a
fictional realm full of irrational events,
“The Flash” manages to make less
sense as each episode airs. “The Flash”
robs villains of their actual origin stories, in direct contrast to Gotham’s
singular backstory done in style and
composure.
“The Flash” slaps viewers with lazily
united backgrounds, as all super powered characters stem from the same
nearly impossible event. It is not limited to just the Flash — somehow dozens of mentally unstable criminals are
afforded the same impossibility.
As for the women in “The Flash”,
viewers are left confused. Dr. Caitlin
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Snow, arguably the main female character, played by Danielle Panabaker,
only speaks up to mention her latehusband or to express her concern for
Barry Allen (Flash). “The Flash” stays
in most viewers’ comfort zone, only
allowing women to serve limited and
helpless roles.
Viewers are asked to invest in a TV
show that includes shockingly few
women. Central City, in contrast to
Arrow’s Starling City, is a ‘50s-esque,
light-hearted metropolis stricken with
petty criminals and vapid females who
are saved by well-to-do white heroes.
“Flash” not only fails to employ female characters evenly, they forgo reasonable depictions of the only two lead
women they bother including at all. Iris
(Flash’s love interest and now, oddly,

his adopted sister) and Dr. Snow (coscientist at STAR labs) rarely receive
any amount of prolonged or meaningful screen time. When they are briefly
in a scene, they are often defined or accompanied by their love interest or the
Flash himself.
Dr. Snow’s storyline, widely interpreted as the origins of ice-villain
Killer Frost, offers little significance at
this point. As creators have decidedly
chosen, Dr. Snow receives virtually no
screen time to develop either her current bio-engineer persona or her more
exciting Killer Frost incarnation.
The lack of women in “The Flash” is
not just bizarre—it appears downright
purposeful.
"The Flash" airs every Tuesday on
CW at 7 p.m. C.T.
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THE FUN PAGE

6 “... forswear thin potations and to addict __ to
sack”: Falstaff
7 Havana “How do”
8 Trojan War hero
9 Like some rude jokes,
briefly
10 Disaster
11 Cookout fare
12 Wait to land, perhaps
13 Reserved, with “for”
22 Style
23 Takes it slow, in a
way
24 “Yes!”
25 Chuckleheads
29 Hitch
30 Safari coverings
33 Kind of telescope
34 Songwriter Green
38 1991 “Favorite
Album - Country”
American Music Award
winner
39 1970 sci-fi film
starring Joan Crawford
in her last big-screen
performance
40 Regarding
DOWN
42 Start of a favorite1 Chinese tea
meal reminiscence
2 Nessman of WKRP
43 1998 “King Lear”
3 Be a team
Olivier Award winner
4 Turkish skewer
5 Friends you may never 44 Doctrines
45 Anger
see
28 Fertile deposit
31 Elizabeth of “Martha
Marcy May Marlene”
32 Facetious Appalachian portmanteau
35 Old blade
36 Like some grazers
37 Span. girl
41 Smart alecks
44 Complexity
47 Inscribed marker
48 High-tech worker
49 Taken out, in a way
51 Back in the day
53 Rare pro golf feat
56 Daughter of Loki
57 “We Three Kings”
kings
58 Joining device
59 Ring material
62 Desierto’s lack
63 Ravel’s “Gaspard de
la __”
64 Nice book
65 Treated
66 Mdse. containers
67 Pool events

ACROSS
1 Handhold
6 Part of a comparison
10 Montreal Protocol
concerns
14 “Men in Trees” star
15 Roadside chain, for

20 Egyptian menace
21 Quantum theory
pioneer
23 Glides
26 Heart part?
27 Texter’s “... but that
may just be me”

short
16 Take __ at: try to
wallop
17 Sean who played
Samwise Gamgee
18 Dash
19 Arum family tuber

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

HELP WANTED
Customer
Service Representative
Pool and Spa Depot is
looking for an open and
35-40 hours/week, with weekend work required.
outgoing team player.
TENNIS INSTRUCTORS - Instructs beginning and
Operates assorted equipment for the assigned department.
Someone who enjoys
advanced tennis lessons. Coordinates and runs tennis
Responsibilities include but are not limited to: mowing
helping
customers one on
activities, 15-30 hours per week; weekend work optional.
and trimming facility grounds; leaf pick-up; minor
one.
Position
is full-time
$8.37/hr.
building and equipment repairs; cleaning restrooms,
and weekends required.
storage rooms and offices. Valid driver's license and
Compensation includes
acceptable driving record. High school diploma or GED
Interested applicants can apply online
both hourly wages and
required, with three to six months of experience working
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs
commissions.
Please apply
with
various
light
equipment.
Age
18+
$9.65/hour.
or at the Human Resources Department in City Hall,
in
person:
1830
Wallace
1001 College Street, Bowling Green.
Court, Bowling Green, KY.
Interested applicants can apply online
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs or at the Human Resources
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Department in City Hall,
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.
1001 College Street, Bowling Green.
PT (including Saturdays)
position available at dog
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
breeding and training
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.
kennel. Assistant to Owner.
Duties include assisting
in whelping, health
City of Bowling Green
City of Bowling Green
maintenance, cleaning and
GREENSKEEPER
CAMP COUNSELORS
sanitation, maintenance of
Parks & Recreation Department
Parks & Recreation Department Seasonal Positions
kennel building and dog
exercise. Pre vet student,
Operates riding and push lawn mowers, weedeats and
CAMP COUNSELORS - Assists with Summer Camp,
ag studies or farm work
trims grass at CrossWinds, or Paul Walker Golf Course;
leads group activities; some counselors work with special
is a plus. Please email
assist in general maintenance of the course. 40+ hours/
needs children, teens, & adults. Must be knowledgeable
description of relevant
week, Monday - Friday (March - November) 5:30 am. - experience plus 2 references
in recreation/sports activities; may require CPR & First
2:00 p.m.; weekend and holiday work required; Starting
Aid Certification. 40 hours per week; May thru August;
to job1498@yahoo.com
Salary: $9.65
weekend may be required. Age 17+; $8.37/hr.
City of Bowling Green
TENNIS INSTRUCTORS
Parks & Recreation Department Seasonal Positions

City of Bowling Green
LABORER
Parks & Recreation Department

Interested applicants can apply online
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs
or at the Human Resources Department in City Hall,
1001 College Street, Bowling Green.

Interested applicants can apply online
www.bgky.org/hr/jobs or at the Human Resources
Department in City Hall,
1001 College Street, Bowling Green.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

THIS COULD BE
YOUR AD!
The College Heights Herald
is published on Tuesdays and
Thursdays on campus and

AllStar Photo Labs is seeking a qualified part time
graphic design person to work in our lab/print/design area.
Qualified candidate will have a good working knowledge of
CS4 or higher. Start training this month with flexible hours
and a good work environment.
Please send resume to Richard@4allstar.com or call
270-781-6511 x2.

AllStar Sports Photography is seeking photographers,
photographer trainees and coordinators. Must be able to
relate well with children and work as a team. We furnish
equipment and transportation. Experienced photographers
earn up to $14 per hour including travel time. This is
seasonal work and primarily on Saturdays. Please send
resume to Richard@4allstar.com or call 270-781-6511 x2

various locations in Bowling
Green. Call or email today
to start advertising your
empty rental home, your
job vacancies, and so much

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092

FOR RENT
Looking to rent 1 bedroom with bath access in nice,
quiet neighborhood within 10 minutes of campus. Call
Linda at (270) 282-1511 for more information.

more. Rates starting at $6.
Email
advertising@wkuherald.com
today for more information.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide credit card
information.
The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

46 Harass
50 “This I Promise You”
band
52 Bottled-up type?
54 Boor
55 Similar
60 Scrap for Fido
61 Video game letters
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PHOTO

Mount Juliet, Tennessee freshman Miriam Gaines, left, Lexington junior Jamie Harvener, middle, and Bowling Green sophomore Hannah Scott, right, rehearse for The
Dance Project on Monday, Feb. 9 at Gordon Wilson Hall. The Dance Project will be Feb. 13-15 at Gordon Wilson Hall and will feature several dances.

Backstage pass

photos by jeff brown

RIGHT: Clarksville,
Tennessee sophomore Alexandra
Tucker rehearses
for The Dance
Project on Monday.
BOTTOM LEFT:
Jameelah Baker, of
Charlotte, North
Carolina, instructs
and choreographs
dancers for the
upcoming show.
BOTTOM RIGHT:
Louisville junior
Mara Brand, left,
and Winchester junior Vivian Brackett,
right, work with the
lights for the upcoming show, The
Dance Project, on
Monday in Gordon
Wilson Hall.
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WKU alumnus
buys former
Mariah’s

LIFE

WKU Director of Media
Relations Bob Skipper looks
upon the Colonnades on
Wednesday. Skipper is the
current chief of the Woodburn Volunteer Fire Department. He has been with
the group for over 25 years.
WILLIAM KOLB/HERALD

BY TYLER PROCHAZKA
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

CATCHING
FIRE
Media Relations director also
volunteers as a firefighter

BY TREY CRUMBIE

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

When most WKU students see
Skipper, Bob’s name, it’s usually in an
email informing them about whether
or not they have classes, when nasty
weather threatens Bowling Green.
However, the director of Media
Relations does more than fluctuate
between a source of anger and joy
among students, as seen by his WKU
Mean Tweets video.
He is the chief of the Woodburn
Volunteer Fire Department, located
in Warren County.
Skipper has been at the fire
department for about 20 years and has
been chief for roughly half that time.
Skipper began volunteer firefighting
because his dad was one in Jefferson
County, outside of Louisville.
Skipper said there’s usually something

going on everyday, and tasks range
from medical runs to training with
other volunteer fire departments.
“It’s more than fighting fire or
working car wrecks,” he said.
Skipper has made many memories in
his time at the Woodburn Volunteer Fire
Department. Before he became chief,
Skipper recalled a time where he and
the previous chief were called to a trailer
fire during a very violent blizzard.
“There were times we couldn’t see
the road,” he said.
When Skipper arrived, the trailer
was completely destroyed. An infant
had died inside the trailer. A man
and woman suffered severe burns
and both ended up dying later in the
hospital. However, the couple’s female
child survived. A year later, family
members of the surviving child sent
thank you cards and updated the
department on the girl’s progress.

“That had a big impact on me —
just to see that someone took the
time to let us know, ‘hey, you all made
a difference,’” he said.
David
Oliver,
director
of
Environmental Health and Safety,
works with Skipper as a captain at the
volunteer fire department. The two
work with about 25 people. Oliver
said the group is diverse and that
everyone contributes in some way.
“There’s something for everybody
to do,” he said. “There’s a position for
people to play.”
Tanner Knutson, 17, a junior at
South Warren High School, is a junior
firefighter at the WVFD who joined
last year. Knutson said he feels the
age gap between him and the rest
of the volunteers is “weird,” but
takes the opportunity as a learning
experience.

SEE FIRE PAGE B2

While his presence is already well
known in Bowling Green, Dale Augenstein is about to have another foothold
in the community.
The 1981 WKU graduate is purchasing
the former Mariah’s restaurant building
on State Street. Over the next several
months, Augenstein will work to convert the building into a second location
for his Steamer Seafood restaurant.
Augenstein has become “reattached” to
WKU and Bowling Green, where he has
many friends and family in the surrounding area.
“I thought, if I’m going to be in Bowling Green this often, I might as well start
a business,” Augenstein said.
While Augenstein started the first
Steamer Seafood in Hilton Head, South
Carolina in the early ‘90s, the opening
of the Bowling Green restaurant won’t
be the first time that Augenstein’s brand
of seafood has been served in town. For
the past three years, Augenstein has
been serving his food in the Big Red tent
at basketball games.
“Once we started serving our concession food, people were asking when we
would start a restaurant here,” Augenstein said.
Over several years, Augenstein began a
search for the ideal location to house his
restaurant. Finally, once the former Mariah’s restaurant building was put up for
sale, his idea became much more feasible.
“When the Mariah’s facility became
available, that piqued my interest tremendously,” Augenstein said.
Mariah’s success in that location, over
the past three decades, has provided
“a wonderful opportunity to showcase
our product,” he said. After completing
an interior redesign and construction,
Augenstein hopes to open the Bowling
Green Steamer Seafood on Sept. 1, 2015.
At the Hilton Head restaurant, Augenstein said they focus on serving the
freshest food possible while providing
an “fun-filled” atmosphere, including
acoustic entertainment. He said they
will attempt to replicate as much as they
can for the Bowling Green location.
Even though it is located in South
Carolina, many WKU students are still
familiar with Steamer Seafood. Every
summer when tourism is the busiest in
Hilton Head, Augenstein invites over 20
students from Kentucky to work at the
restaurant. Most are from WKU or the
University of Kentucky.
Erika Waronsky, the general manager
at Steamer Seafood, said students who
spend the summer working at Steamer
Seafood “end up being kind of like a
family.”
“They believe in what we believe in
the philosophy of our business,” she
said.
As a student, Waronsky came from
West Virginia and worked at Steamer
Seafood. What was originally supposed
to be a one-summer commitment
turned into a 15-year career.
Adam Burden, a 2006 WKU graduate, originally met Augenstein in 2004,
through Augenstein’s involvement with

SEE AUGENSTEIN PAGE B2

BG EATS

Cocomo offers unique experience
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

JOHN
GREER
BG EATS:
Weekly guide
to the BG
restaurant
scene

Cocomo Confections was conceived out of an amateur chocolatier’s desire to turn her hobby into a
profession. The quality of the chocolate here bodes well for that decision.
As for the interior, the old-timey
ambiance invokes the image of
drugstores or ice cream shops of
the early 20th century. The doors
are bordered by bins of candy and
soft, vintage music emanates from
the speakers.
The clear star here is the counter,
which is laden with a colorful and sophisticated palate of chocolate desserts.
There are a lot of familiar crowd-pleasing items, ranging from bourbon balls

to chocolate-covered strawberries.
Cocomo also offers an array
of traditional deli-sandwiches.
Though, there is little to set it apart
from what you could find at any
other sandwich shop.
Of course, sandwiches aren’t the
reason why people come here. It is
what sits at the counter: the chocolate. In this respect, Cocomo does
set itself apart. Where many chocolatiers choose a machine-dipping
process, Cocomo opts for the more
traditional hand dipping method.
This might take longer, but it results in richer chocolate shells and
makes each candy unique.

SEE BG EATS PAGE B2

Cocomo Confections is a bakery that features deli sandwiches including, 'The Godfather.' This
sandwich is loaded with beef, grilled mushrooms, onions and peppers, and is smothered in
provolone cheese, served with a pickle spear. Cocomo Confections is located at 2440 Nashville
Road. WILLIAM KOLB/HERALD
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Continued from LIFE

“It’s a really tight community
out here,” he said.
Skipper said he expects
volunteers to help out when they
are called, but emphasizes other
priorities take precedence.
“The job comes first and that’s
what we preach to our volunteers,”
he said. “Your family comes first.
If you’re needed at home, if you
can’t leave work without causing
a problem, you got to take care of

those things first.”
Skipper said the job requires
balancing risk with reward in
assisting those they serve, and
the fire department will not take
unnecessary risks that could
jeopardize lives.
“Ultimately, our first priority
is making sure we all go home,”
Skipper said. “And I’ve been
on one run where I’ve had two
firefighters seriously injured …
That, without a doubt, was the
longest night of my life.”
The two firefighters survived,

but left the service.
Oliver said the job can be
stressful, but he praised those
who are able to smile during bad
times.
“Those are the true heroes in
my book,” Oliver said.
Oliver and Skipper said they
have a good reputation within
the community of Woodburn.
“… A lot of that is how we
present ourselves,” Skipper
said. “If we act professional on
the scene, then people are going
to think of us in those terms.”

AUGENSTEIN
Continued from LIFE

his fraternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Burden worked at
Steamer Seafood for two
summers and said it was
“the two most fun summers of my life.”
“We worked very hard
and had some great experiences outside of
work,” Burden said in an
email interview. “The restaurant is a staple on the
island, and work was a
blast every single night.”
The manager position at
Steamer Seafood has been
Waronsky’s only job, and
she said this is because
working there has been
“the most fun job I could
ever imagine having.”
One of the reasons she
enjoys her job so much
is because of Augenstein’s treatment of
her and the other
employees.
“He is a fabu-

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
BG EATS

Continued from LIFE
the highlights, which
came fluffed atop a thick,
edible chocolate cup. It
made for a distinct textural contrast and was
the ideal vehicle for an
intense dose of chocolate flavor. It was rich.
The dark chocolate
shell in Cocomo’s large
honeycombs provided
a coat of familiarity that
hid a surprising textural experience within.

lous person to work
for, and he teaches you
something new every
day,” Waronsky said.
Burden also said Augenstein is always “thinking outside the box” and
has been an important
mentor for his career.
“Dale has taught myself
and all the former workers
in his restaurant the value
of customer service and
has created a business that
ensures that every customer that steps foot in his
doors feels like they are the
most important person in
the place,” Burden said.
In addition to seafood,
the Bowling Green Steamer Seafood will serve everything from chicken and
steak to

The golden spongelike interior belied the
sharp crack of each bite.
Think something like a
crunchy,
caramelized
toffee. As it sat in the
mouth it dissolved into
something chewier. The
contrast made for a particularly amusing and
unique dessert.
Cocomo Confections
produces delicious treats
with a clear artistic vision. You may want to
skip the entrée. Come for
the chocolates.

pasta and ribs. Waronsky
said they don't serve anything pre-made or frozen,
which is one of the reasons
why she thinks Steamer
Seafood will be successful
in Bowling Green.
After all these years,
Augenstein said his
passion for WKU and
Bowling Green has not
waned.
Augenstein
credited President Gary
Ransdell for modernizing the campus, but said
one thing about campus
has not changed.
“There has always
been this loyal understanding
g that when you
y
come to WKU, you leave
as family,” he said. “It
always has that friendly
family environment. You
really do feel a part of
that for life.”
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SOFTBALL

Nationally-ranked opponents await WKU softball in Florida
BY ALEXUS RICHARDSON

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

After a successful weekend
in Troy, Alabama that saw senior pitcher Miranda Kramer
throwing the program’s eighth
no-hitter in history, the WKU
softball team will now travel
to Tallahassee, Florida. for the
Unconquered
Invitational,
where they will open up competition against nationally
ranked Michigan (No. 8) and
host school Florida State (No.
6).
The Lady Toppers were able

to close the Alabama State
game with a score of 9-0 in the
final win of the weekend.
With 19 strikeouts, a no hitter, 12 hits against Troy and
15 hits against Alabama State,
the Lady Toppers have set the
tone early for the upcoming
season
“There was a lot of nerves
with it being our first day out
there,” Kramer said. “We have
a lot of underclassmen, and
eight seniors so we’re just trying to understand each other
and trust our instincts.”
Kramer, a senior transfer

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Continued from sports

against UAB is set for Feb. 19, a pivotal
game for the Hilltoppers, after a 72-68
home loss to the struggling Rice Owls
(7-15, 4-6 in C-USA).
“We controlled our own destiny,”
Harper said. “That’s where you want to
be. You don’t want to depend on, ‘This
team needs to beat UAB, or this team
needs to do this.’ That’s why the game
Saturday hurt so much. If you’re going
to win a conference championship,
you really need to protect your home
court. We weren’t able to do that Saturday, and now, we have to win some
games on the road that people maybe
don’t think we’re going to."

from Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne in
her first year as a Hilltopper
has already brought in national attention.
On Tuesday, Kramer was
announced as the Louisville
Slugger NFCA National Pitcher of the Week, as well as ESPNW National Player of the
Week. She also earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher of the
Week on Monday for her performance at the Unconquered
Invitational.
Kramer totaled 38 strikeouts with just four hits and

The loss hurt WKU in more ways
than one. The Hilltoppers’ Rating Percentage Index fell from 69 to 98 and
as of print time, ESPN Bracketology
has Louisiana Tech as a No. 14 seed
and Old Dominion as an 11 seed. CBS
Sports has an even bleaker outlook for
the conference, with Louisiana Tech as
a 13 seed and Old Dominion out of the
dance.
Possibly the only way the Hilltoppers
would reach the NCAA tournament
would be to win the C-USA tournament in Birmingham, Alabama on
March 11-14. Now, with the task at
hand, WKU has to focus on improving its 4-4 record on the road, against
some familiar and new opponents.
"We just didn't come out with a

three walks in 18 innings of
play over the weekend. Her
19 strikeouts against Troy set
the school record for individual team strikeouts in a game,
while ranking most in C-USA
history.
Fellow seniors Larissa Franklin and Shawna Sadler also had
successful weekends. Franklin
went three for four with two
runs scored and Sadler had
two hits.
Senior Preslie Cruce put up
her first home run of the season and fellow senior Dani
Pugh had two grand slams

and a home run as well.
The team is hoping to build
off of last week’s performance
with focuses on base running,
pitching and defense.
“Our focus has to be there
because our competition is
the cream of the crop,” Head
Coach Amy Tudor said of
this weekend’s tournament.
“Those teams are very good
and I’m expecting it to be a fast
game.”
WKU Softball will conclude
Saturday, Feb. 14 against No.
19 Nebraska at 11:30 a.m. CT
and Georgia Tech at 1 p.m. CT.

sense of urgency in the first half," Senior guard Trency Jackson said after
the Rice game. "We can't win like that.
We've got to stop doing that. We can't
start games without energy, like we
started tonight and for the last two
games. We have to turn it around."
While five of the last seven games are
on the road, five of the Hilltoppers’ last
opponents are teams WKU has already
defeated. With the Thundering Herd
of Marshall being the Hilltoppers’ next
opponent, an opponent they beat 8162 at the beginning of January. WKU
faces two road games against heavyweight opponents UAB (13-11, 9-2 in
C-USA) and Middle Tennessee State
(13-11, 6-5 in C-USA).
After Feb. 22, WKU's last four games

(Florida Atlantic, FIU, Charlotte and
Old Dominion) are all against conference opponents that the Hilltoppers
have previously defeated.
"We're a team that, if we're good
on the defensive end, and we are rebounding the basketball, we have a
chance to win games," Harper said. "If
we are not, we're a bottom-feeder —
middle of the pack at best."
For three-fourths of its inaugural CUSA season, WKU defeated their first,
first-ranked opponent at home, since
1986, rattled off a nine-game winning
streak and 13 games have been decided by single digits.
It will be the final fourth of the year
that will seal the Hilltoppers’ post-season fate.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

have gone out and been outrebounded, but like Coach said—we outrebounded Rice and they were one of
the best in the conference… We found
ourselves down in a hole and we were
able to dig ourselves out.”
The Marshall game is set for tip off at
1 p.m. CT on Saturday. The Lady Toppers will stay home the following week
with contests against UAB on Feb. 19
and MTSU on Feb. 21.

Continued from sports

day’s contest having won just one of
their last three games, losing by one
point against Louisiana Tech and three
points to North Texas. They defeated
Rice by three points on Feb. 5.
“We are just really excited to see the
fans,” Gooch said. “(Rebounding) has
been really big. I know some games we

BASEBALL

Continued from sports
conference,” Myers said. “The difference between this conference and the
Sun Belt is that the Sun Belt was an offensive dominant league and Conference-USA is stronger with its pitching as
many teams have dominant bullpens.”
The leader of that WKU offense will
be Preseason All-Conference USA
first baseman Ryan Church, who lead
WKU last season with 38 RBI and seven
home runs.
“I think our offense is second to
none," Church said. "I think we became faster, I think we became more
powerful and I think we became more
physical. You’re going to see this year
that we get after it. We’re going to turn
singles into doubles, doubles into triples and first-to-third. We’ll run balls
out of the park and steal some bags. It’s
going to be a lot different.”

The C-USA preseason coaches’ poll
has WKU tabbed to finish ninth in the
12-team league, as rival Middle Tennessee State earned the eighth spot in
the preseason rankings. Rice unanimously was picked as the preseason
conference champion.
“It’s hard not to look into preseason
rankings but I would be lying if I said
we didn’t look at that stuff,” said senior
pitcher Brennan Pearson. “So we are
going to use that as motivation all season.”
Even with low expectations from
other league coaches and a challenging conference and non-conference
schedule, Coach Myers is still optimistic about this upcoming season.
“We feel like this team is built for a
run which is why the schedule is so
tough,” said Myers. “The preparation
has been done and it is now time for us
to turn it loose and play hard, fast and
free and have a great year.”

follow us on social media
wkuherald

@wkuherald
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SPORTS

» Track & Field: WKU travels to
Birmingham, Alabama for the
Samford Invitational on Saturday.
Check WKUHerald.com for preview.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Lady Toppers
set to defend
Diddle this
weekend
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Coming off its 20th win of the season, the WKU women’s basketball
team looks to establish themselves as
the top team in the Conference USA—
currently sitting tied for first with Middle Tennessee.
WKU’s 20th win of the season was
reached in the second fastest amount
time in program history per calendar date on Feb. 7. The only team to
do it faster was the 1985-86 team that
reached 20 wins by Feb. 4, and would
go on to reach the final four of the
NCAA tournament.
The Lady Toppers, unlike their male
counterparts, will play five of their last
seven games in Diddle Arena, where
the team has gone nearly unblemished this season at 9-1.
They will welcome Marshall University into Diddle Arena on Saturday—a
team they defeated 67-53 on Jan. 4.
"What we are really trying to do is focus on the areas that we struggled on
last time we played (Marshall),” Head
Coach Michelle Clark-Heard said. “We
have to go back and address those
issues. Another thing is they didn’t
shoot the ball as well as they normally
do. They have two girls that can really
shoot the three—and from deep.”
Against Rice, the Lady Toppers found
a balance in their offensive attack,
registering five players with doubledigit points. Seniors Chastity Gooch
and Alexis Govan led the pack with 19
points each. Govan was on the verge
of a triple-double performance—adding eight rebounds and seven steal.
The Lady Toppers will look to maintain the momentum that brought
them back from 13-down against Rice,
and carry it through to their Valentine’s Day clash with Marshall.
“The biggest thing we have been
emphasizing as a staff is that we went
to Rice—the best offensive rebounding team in the conference—and outrebounded them,” Clark-Heard said.
“If we can do that, we have to make
sure we can do things on a consistent
basis. In order to be great, you have to
be able to perform every time you’re
on the floor.”
The Thundering Herd enters Satur-

SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
PAGE B3

WKU men's basketball Head Coach Ray Harper draws a technical foul against Conference USA opponent Rice on Feb. 7 at Diddle
Arena. The Hilltoppers would go on to lose to the Owls 72-68 in only their third home loss of the season. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

Title Fight

Hilltoppers hit the road with C-USA title in sight
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

to find ways to win on the road, travel-

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

ing away from Diddle Arena for five of

While March is traditionally know as

the team's final seven games.

Hopefully we can continue to win.”
The teams Harper is referring to in-

clude the Hilltoppers, Louisiana Tech

a college basketball month by sports

“It’s going to be interesting,” Head

and UAB, who all stand at 9-2 in confer-

fans, it is February that pits conference

Coach Ray Harper said, Monday on his

ence play. UTEP and, previously ranked,

foes against one another, battling for

weekly radio show. “You’ve got three

Old Dominion remain within striking

conference and national positioning.

teams tied with two losses, and then

distance at 8-3 and 7-3, respectably.

In this final month of conference

you have two teams right behind those

WKU has boasted a 2-1 record

play, the Hilltoppers sit at 16-7 overall

three with three losses. You’ve got five

against the other teams in the top four

and 9-2 in the Conference USA, find-

teams right there bunched together,

of the conference. A road showdown

ing themselves in a three-way tie for

and four teams are going to get a bye,

first place in the league. They will have

going into the conference tournament.

SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL
PAGE B3

» Men's Basketball: The Men's Basketball team starts a three-game road swing this weekend, starting with the
Marshall Thundering Herd on Saturday. Check WKUHerald.com for a game preview.

BASEBALL

WKU baseball set to exceed expectations in inaugural C-USA season
BY JOHN REECER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Baseball Head Coach Matt Myers speaks about the upcoming season to reporters during the Baseball Media Day, Tuesday at Diddle Arena. The Toppers ranked 9th in the preseason Conference USA
coaches poll, but Myers said he won't let the low ranking phase him. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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Coming off a 29-28 season
in its final Sun Belt Conference campaign last season,
the WKU baseball team heads
into its 2015 campaign focused on the new challenges
the Conference USA will offer.
The Hilltoppers’ schedule
includes seven teams that
went to the NCAA tournament
last year, and a nonconference
schedule in which every opponent won at least 23 games
last year. The nonconference
schedule consists of storied
successful programs such as
Maryland, Vanderbilt, Louisville, Mississippi State, Kentucky, Ohio State and Coastal
Carolina.
“We have to go find the bullies and take care of them,”
Head Coach Matt Myers said.
“You don’t get rewarded these
days for playing a soft sched-

ule. The good thing about a
hard schedule is that your
mind doesn’t wonder and you
have to focus on every game
every day.”
As WKU wades through
the uncharted waters of a
new conference, its conference schedule includes seven
teams that won at least 30
games last year—including Rice University which is
ranked in Collegiate Baseball’s
Top 40 NCAA Division I preseason poll as No. 22.
Coach Myers will rely on his
six returning hitters from last
season to spark the offense
this season. The six returning
hitters were part of a WKU offense that ranked among the
nation's regular-season offensive leaders in hits (18th),
doubles (7th) and slugging
percentage (26th).
“It’s going to be a really good
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